
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL BAYERN 

Regensburg's new museum of Bavarian history 

With the nine generations, the museum does a good job 
of showing contrasting sides of Bavaria. The eight "culture 
cabinets" which are also part of the permanent exhibition 
are less successful, though. They focus on regional dialects, 
sports, festivals, religion, "culture", architecture, viUage life, 
and landscapes and animals. Unfortunately they offer very 
little information and few objects of interest. Some "cabinets" 
have no objects at all, like the disappointing room about 
Bavarian festivities where the black walls are only covered 
with a month-by-month list of festival names without expla
nations, objects, films, or enough photos. Most people also 
know Bavaria as a colorful, exuberant, often irreverently hu
morous place. For me, t he museum doesn 't express t hat. The 
entrance hall is white and empty. On t he ground floor, a film 
starring a popular Munich TV presente r sums up the earliest 
centuries of Bavarian history in an entertaining way (only in 
German), but then things get pretty serious. The permanent 
exhibition rooms are black, grey and white with almost no 
natmal light. Some exhjbits are short on objects or show me
mentoes that are supposed to "speak for themselves," but are 
not very interesting to look at. For me, the most touching 
part of the exhibition was the very end: a video showing Ba
varians struggling to find words to describe the specialness 
o f their Hoamat (homeland) with a dash of self-criticism and 
an unmistakable glow of humor and affect ion in their eyes. 

I learned a lot in this museum, but what did it really do for 
me? It made me want to go out and stroll through Regens-

burg in the fresh air and sunshine, then take the train back 
home to Rosenheim and spend the rest of my life enjoying 
beautiful landscapes, feeling the energy of hardworking but 
fun-loving people, and visiting countless other museums to 
learn more and more about inde~cribably special Bavaria. 

New Museum of Bavarian History 
Donaumarkt 1 
93047 Regensburg 
www.museum.bayern/museum.html 


